
My Top 10 tips for

Social Media

Engagement

S O C I A L  W O R L D  C O A C H I N G  P R E S E N T S



What is Social Media

Engagement?

 
In a nutshell engagement on social media simply means getting your following to do

something in response to your post:
                                      
 
 

 
These are all forms of engagement.  The more times you receive engagement on your

social media platforms the more people will see that and future posts.

Share
 Click to open picture

Like                                                       
Comment       
Click to open link

Why is Social Media

Engagement important?

 
Engagement on social media is important as it is the start of a relationship between you
and your brand with your followers.  Being 'sociable' with your following enables you to

build your brand as people get to know you and the level of service they can expect from
you and your business.

 
An engaged social media platform is more important than a large number of likes.  It

shows potential followers that your business is active and worth listening too.



My Top Tips!

To increase social media engagement, you need to create content that your ideal client can relate
to and then engage with.  Choose content that will receive a positive reaction from people. It could
be a poll, a video, or that encourages someone to tag their friends.  Design content to create an
emotional response from people.  Unless it is suitable for the brand you are building avoid posting
content which may be controversial or sensitive as it that may provoke the wrong response.

1.
Post Content People Want to Engage With

If you want your followers to be social then you need to be social with them.  When your followers
send a message or comment on a post make sure you respond as this is an opportunity to build a
relationship.  Show appreciation for positive messages and suggest a resolution for negative ones.
You don't need to respond when someone tags a friend as they are not directly engaging with you.

2.
Respond to all comments

A good way of boosting your engagement (and meeting new people who may become followers and
clients) is to join relevant social media groups and participate as much as possible. 
Make sure to focus on finding groups that are active and if possible also used by relevant social
influencers.  Think about what groups your ideal client might be in and join these.
All you need to do is join then be as active as you can – share useful tips, be helpful by answering 
 questions.  Remember not to sell to these groups, but instead focus on creating organic
engagement.  Doing this is a fab way of getting your name out there in your niche.

3.
Connect in groups

People are on social media for friendly interaction.  They are not there to be sold too -  the trick is
making them forget that.
Your followers  want to be in a genuine relationship with you - if they feel like they know you
(responses to their comments) they start to trust you - if they trust you – they’ll buy from you.
Too many promotional posts are distracting and may result in your following unfollowing you! 
Instead create helpful content that people actually want to read - content that leads your
followers to your products or services – without being pushy!

4.
Keep Sales Posts to a minimum

Sounds simple but remind your following to engage!  When you create a post add a call to action at
the end of it.  Ask people to like, comment, and share with their friends.  People are more likely to
share a post if you ask them to.  Don't be embarrassed to ask people to respond as people forget.

5.
Remind your following to engage



If you haven't started using video content yet then now is the time.  Video content has exploded
accross all social media platforms with it estimated to reach 82% by 2021. 
There are loads of different ways to use video in your social media as videos can be pre-recorded,
live or even slideshows, live videos are the best right now!  This is because live video allows you to
connect with your audience in the moment as people engage during a live by asking questions.
Show them you’re interested in them by interacting with them during and after your live video.
A mixture of live and recorded videos would be fab and you’ll have people flocking to you.

6.
Use Video Content

Creating images that get your audience to stop the scroll should be a top priority!  Use tools like
Canva to make your images stand out whilst still being on brand.
You need to images for; cover photos for each social media platform, social media
posts,  infographics and quotes.  Double check the dimensions for each image type as you make
them as the dimensions change regularly.

7.
Get Your Images Noticed

Make sure your social media platforms are active as this shows that you are up to date and you
care about your business.  Make sure you post content frequently to keep your audience updated
and in-the-know.  Posting once a month isn't enough anymore.  Instead post regularly to keep your
followers engaged and also to attract more followers and engagement.

8.
Post often

Social media moves fast so posting at the right time is vital, consider when your ideal client is
going to be online before posting.  Publishing posts when your target audience is more likely to be
active is the best way to ensure your followers see your content and are able to engage. 

9.
Post at the right time

Love  them or hate them emojis are here to stay.  Emojis are now a language in their own right
especially with social media's increased use of visual messages, so the popularity of emojis is
greater than ever.
Think about your ideal client and test different usages of emojis Using emoticons can increase
your social media engagement - test and adjust within your own audience how many to use.  Some
audiences love them, and can engage with whole sentences or even pictures made from emojis,
other audiences prefer 1 or 2 at the end.  Each emoji can increase engagement by a different
amount; to some audiences a smiley face can boost interaction by 25% but an angry emoji can
increase engagement by 138%. Social media posts with emojis tend to see an increase in likes,
comments, and shares.

10.
 Use Emojis 



Thanks for Reading!

Rosie Davies

Social World

Thanks for reading my Top 10 Tips for increasing your social media engagement.

If you want to know more join my Facebook group to learn different things and meet
new people.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/380710579094393/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/140443416565536/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/140443416565536/
https://www.facebook.com/socialworlddigitalmarketing/
https://www.instagram.com/social_world_coaching/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/140443416565536/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/380710579094393/

